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Abstract

Work undertaken to improve the performance of Fluidity, an open-source finite-element computational fluid dynamics solver from Imperial College London, for both general computational fluid dynamics and tidal modelling problems is outlined. Optimising the general computational structure of Fluidity, along with work to improve the data decomposition and parallel load balancing enabled simulations to be run over \textbf{three times} faster than with the original code, even when using thousands of computational cores. This changes the level of detail at which fluids problems can be studied with Fluidity, and impacts upon research that examines high Reynolds number turbulent flows. This is of particular relevance in areas such as engineering aerodynamics, wind energy, marine energy, and environmental or pollution modelling.
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1 Introduction

Energetic tidally-driven flow in coastal areas such as straits represents a challenge for high fidelity simulation, as the turbulent flow processes to be modelled range from less than 1m to greater than 1km in scale (e.g. tidal jets). Furthermore, such turbulence is highly anisotropic, in a domain that may be only 100-200 metres deep, but have a horizontal surface area (the sea surface) of 1000s of km\textsuperscript{2}. Coastal domains also have an irregular shape,
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with undulating bathymetry and complex coastlines, making them well suited to unstructured mesh approaches used in finite-element computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software such as Fluidity.

Tidal flow modelling has the potential to support efficient energy production, through optimisation of tidal turbine design and placement [1][2][3][4], and to inform on the environmental impact of aquaculture [5][6] and hazards such as algal blooms [7] through modelling of tidal flows.

High fidelity simulation is essential to ensure that local scale issues can be sufficiently resolved to enable local flow features, or local placement issues, to be properly modelled and investigated, eg. resolution must be sufficient to enable individual turbine interactions to be modelled, when turbines are likely to be tens of meters apart, or to enable fish farm installations, which are of the order of 40m², to be included in flow simulations and inform placement and run-off discussions for existing and new farms.

Therefore, there is the requirement for high fidelity and high resolution simulations, including energetic flow features, on large scale simulations. Excluding Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), simulations at high Reynolds number require the use of an appropriate turbulence model. One option is Large Eddy Simulation (LES) [8][9][10], which can capture high levels of detail in the transient turbulent flows of environmental fluid mechanics problems [11]. It is being increasingly applied to large problems, such as wind farm modelling [12][13][14] and coastal modelling [15][16]. Many of these problems have highly anisotropic domains, often with anisotropic grids – therefore an LES algorithm using tensors for subgrid eddy viscosity and length scale metrics are desirable, as a scalar SGS viscosity applied to high aspect ratio elements results in excessive turbulent diffusion [17][18].

In this paper we outline work undertaken to adapt and optimise a code [19] that implements such an approach, Fluidity, to significantly improve performance, and thereby scientific output, on modern computing hardware. The resulting modified variant of the code is available from [20]. In the remained of the paper we will outline the code to be optimised, the computational hardware optimising for, and the optimisation techniques applied. The paper concludes with a summary of findings.

## 2 Fluidity

Fluidity [21][22] is an open source finite-element computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code that solves the incompressible non-hydrostatic Navier-Stokes momentum equation and thermodynamic continuity equation. It is capable of modelling free surfaces and is designed for irregularly shaped, unstructured grids. Fluidity can use
both OpenMP and MPI for parallel computation, and has been shown to scale to large numbers of cores on high performance computing (HPC) systems [23].

Finite-element CFD modelling requires the discrete representation of the velocity and pressure fields using a finite set of basis functions defined by the computational mesh. Common approaches are the Continuous Galerkin (CG) method, where the basis functions describe a continuous field, and the Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method, where the fields are only continuous within an element.

Within Fluidity there can be a separate basis for velocity and pressure, defining finite element pairs. Pairs frequently used in Fluidity are P1-P1, which is a first order (locally linear) CG velocity, first order CG pressure, and P1DG-P2[24][25][26], which is first order DG velocity, and second order (locally quadratic) CG pressure. These element pairs each have differing properties regarding stability and suitability for certain flows. To locally increase the accuracy of a finite-element solution, mesh resolution can either be increased by $h$-adaptivity techniques, or via $r$-adaptivity moving degrees of freedom to areas of interest, or by a combination of the two [27][28].

Another option is to vary the order of the elements in a mesh, in what is known as $p$-adaptivity, giving a mixed mesh which could contain 1st, 2nd, 3rd… (etc.) order elements within the same mesh. Unfortunately, $p$-adaptivity can have a substantial computational cost if not implemented carefully. As every element in a mesh has an arbitrary type and order, the basis functions are also arbitrary, as are the sizes of the matrices that represent

Figure 1: Weak scaling of Fluidity for representative tidal modelling simulations. Ideal performance would be a scaling of 1 and a flat runtime as the number of cores used increases.
them. Fluidity has a partial implementation of $p$-adaptivity, which has led to several design-related performance issues, as acknowledged in a previous optimisation work [23].

Firstly, compilers are prevented from perform compile-time optimisation such as loop unrolling/vectorisation, as inner loops have run-time defined length. Secondly, as assembly loops are designed to work with matrices whose sizes vary, large numbers of allocations and deallocations are required per iteration. This restricts the ability of compilers to inline, or further optimise, these functions.

Fluidity requires large amounts of computational time, and does not scale well for representative simulations (see Figure 1), making it difficult to perform substantial investigations of turbulent flow for tidal turbines to enable estimation of tidal power potential, optimisation of turbine configurations, or analysis of the impact of turbine placement on sea beds.

3 Computing Hardware

Modern computing hardware is reliant on fast, processor local, memory, namely caches, to achieve good compute performance. This reliance arises from the disparity in performance between processors and main memory, with processors capable of executing 100s to 1000s of instructions in the time it takes to load a unit of data from main memory.

Caches exploit the principles of temporal and spatial data locality that most programs exhibit. That is to say, most programs will either use the same piece of data multiple times for computations within a given time frame (temporal locality), or they will use data located close (in memory) to data that has been recently used (spatial locality).

Storing recently used data in a cache, and loading a larger region of data into cache when a specific piece of data is required to complete an instruction rather than simply loading that piece of data, enables processors to achieve higher performance for a wide range of programs whilst still operating with a large and slow main memory system.

This being the case, it is essential for good computational performance that the implementation of an algorithm is structured in such a way as to make good use of caches. There are a number of algorithmic techniques that
can be used to increase efficient use of caches by programs; examples such as cache blocking, strip mining, and pre-fetching are widely exploited by applications.

Furthermore, modern processors are heavily reliant on vector functionality, hardware that can perform the same mathematical operation on multiple pieces of data at the same time, to achieve peak performance, particular for floating point operations. As computational simulation applications, such as CFD, are generally dominated by floating point calculations, ensuring that such applications can effectively utilise vector hardware is key in ensuring that those applications achieve good performance.

Vectorisation is generally achieved through compiler optimisation techniques: compilers identifying sections of codes that can utilise vector hardware and generating the appropriate vector instructions for those code sections. These sections of codes need to repeat the same operation over a range of data, and therefore code loops (generally the core computational kernels for scientific simulation codes) are the main target for vectorisation by compilers. However, compilers have to be conservative when identifying code that can be vectorised, as incorrectly vectorising code can produce incorrect results.

Therefore, compilers struggle to vectorise a wide range of code, meaning best performance is not achieved on modern computing hardware for those codes. Issues that can cause a compiler to not identify vectorisable code include loops where the loop bounds are not evident at compile time, data structures not being aligned to memory boundaries, small loops, pointers in loops and dependencies between loop iterations.

4 Initial Performance

We outline the performance of the code prior to optimisation to enable a proper analysis of performance improvements and motivate the reasons for the optimisations implemented. Figure 1 demonstrates the performance of Fluidity with a weak scaling test case across a number of MPI process counts. This test case is based upon an idealised, rectilinear channel with a logarithmic velocity profile as a Dirichlet condition at the inlet, an open boundary at the outlet, a free-slip boundary condition on the top and sides, and a quadratic drag on the bottom. No normal flow was allowed on the top, bottom and sides.

The channel measured 1000m x 250m x 50m, as shown in Figure 2. The linear systems associated with the momentum equations are solved used the GMRES solver with SSOR preconditioning; the pressure associated with a project step is solved with Conjugate Gradient using SSOR for preconditioning via PETSc [31]. The
simulation was set to run for 100 time-steps, with 2 Picard \cite{29} iterations per timestep. This meant the DG assembly would be called 200 times, which was deemed sufficient for performance measurements.

![Channel test case for DG optimisation](image)

**Figure 2.** Channel test case for DG optimisation, here showing the mesh for 24 MPI processes. The mesh was generated using the Gmsh \cite{30} meshing utility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPI tasks</th>
<th>Cores (2xOpenMP)</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Max. Ax (m)</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Elements / MPI task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.05665</td>
<td>968 664</td>
<td>10 090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.4730</td>
<td>4 169 234</td>
<td>10 857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>768</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.9309</td>
<td>8 569 453</td>
<td>11 158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Soft-scaling configurations for profiling on ARCHER.

Testing and benchmarking in this paper was performed on the UK National HPC Service, ARCHER \cite{32}. This is a 118,080 core Cray XC30 system, with 24 cores (two Intel Xeon 2.7 GHz, 12-core E5-2697v2 processors) and 64 GB per node, and the Cray Aries network. Fluidity and associated libraries were compiled with the GNU 4.9.3 Fortran compiler, using the `-O2 -ffast-math -funroll-loops -march=native` optimisation flags.

For profiling on ARCHER, a weak-scaling approach was used, since partitioning the problem into ever-smaller chunks results in tiny partitions and a problem dominated by communication overhead. Weak scaling was calculated from the following equation, i.e. $s = t_1/t_N$, where $t_1$ is the time taken to completion on 1 processing unit, and $t_N$ the time taken on $N$ processing units.
However, due to memory and processor limitations, it is difficult to run a meaningful problem small enough for 1 core in this context, we use t\textsubscript{192} instead as our base case. The complexity of the mesh was controlled through the maximum allowable size of the elements (max. \(\Delta x\)), and whilst the number of MPI tasks scaled exponentially (see Table 1), the number of elements was kept approximately constant.

The performance of Fluidity for these test runs was profiled with Allinea MAP, with the most expensive high level routines shown in Table 2. Note, that any direct PETSc library [31] calls or wrappers have been removed, and that these figures are inclusive (i.e. routines times include the time of any routine called from with that routine).

Fluidity, like many applications, requires some initial setup time for simulations, incurred once at the beginning of a simulation. We present the profiling data with and without that setup cost. It is evident that this setup phase can change the performance figures by more than 1%.

To ensure this setup cost does not influence our timing data, as we are running short simulations for this performance analysis where the setup costs will disproportionally impact performance compared to normal (much longer) production simulations, only the percentage runtimes without setup shall be used in the rest of the paper. The data in Table 2 is also represented in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function name</th>
<th># cores</th>
<th>% runtime (with / without setup)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>192</td>
<td>768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solve_momentum</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>92.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct_pressure</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construct_momentum_dg</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construct_momentum_element_dg</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advance_velocity</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construct_momentum_interface_dg</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subcycle_momentum_dg</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assemble_cmc_dg</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local_assembly_cdg_face</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculate_courant_number</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. % run times of unoptimised code
Figure 3. Percentage runtimes for unoptimised code

The main subroutine, `solve_momentum` dominates the calculations, representing over 90% of execution time: it calls all of the proceeding functions. `correct_pressure` is nearly 38-55% of execution time, virtually all of which is spent inside PETSC function calls. The next largest valid target was `construct_momentum_dg`. This is what assembles the global momentum matrix for solution and associated right hand-side (RHS). It does this calling by `construct_momentum_element_dg` (CME_DG for short) within a tight loop, where it spends about 98% of its time. Aside from taking a substantial amount of execution time (~17–30%), two functions called from CME_DG, `construct_momentum_interface_dg` and `local_assembly_cdg_face`, occupy two thirds of that time.

5 Optimisations

Given the costliness of the simulations we are interested in enabling, and the performance characteristics of modern hardware, there are a number of optimisations that can be undertaken within the code to ensure that our target simulations can perform as close to optimally as possible.

In this section we outline these optimisations and discuss the performance benefits they have facilitated. These optimisations have been implemented whilst maintaining the original code functionality.
5.1 Subroutine optimisation

Fluidity is designed to allow one to three spatial dimensions (plus time), four different DG viscosity schemes (Bassi-Rebay, Interior Penalty, Arbitrary Upwind, and Compact Discontinuous Galerkin), along with many other options that affect the finite element calculations undertaken. Currently the code supports this by checking the features currently being used when it is assembling the global momentum matrix and RHS. However, these features do not change throughout a given simulation, so it is possible to check these features once, for a given simulation, and then simply use the required functionality during the simulation.

To enable this, we created tailored versions of the core computational routines that our simulations of interest use (based on profiling of the code). These tailored versions had the different choices that could be made for each element hard coded, meaning the compiler can efficiently vectorise and optimise these kernels. This functionality is combined with compile time checking of the input file for a simulation to choose the correct optimised routines for a given simulation, enabling an optimised executable to be generated. The executable also contains the generic versions of the routines that will be called at runtime for any parts of the simulation using functionality that has not yet be optimised, enabling both optimised and non-optimised routines to be exploited in a given simulation.

In more details, looking at construct_momentum_dg, which assembles a global momentum matrix and associated RHS for solving, it loops over each element in the local submesh, creating a local matrix which it adds to the global matrix and RHS as it progresses. This functionality is already parallelised using OpenMP, distributed work over threads. The basic outline of execution in construct_momentum_dg is:

construct_momentum_element_dg:
Set relevant options from FLML tree
For each element e in submesh:
    call construct_momentum_element_dg:
        For each face f in element e:
            call construct_momentum_interface_dg:
                call local_assembly_cdg_face
The original design of `construct_momentum_dg` had each of these options being parsed at run-time within 
`CME_DG`, for each element. Moreover, there are tens of smaller arrays that are defined and allocated/deallocated at run-time, for each element, and for each face of each element.

Lastly, there were many finite-element utility functions that consist of little more than matrix multiplication, but each of which allocates and deallocates small temporary work arrays upon being called and when being exited.

What is important to note here is that:

1) For each core, there are many hundreds of thousands of small memory allocations and deallocations per iteration for a reasonable-sized problem. This could easily result in millions of memory allocations for each multi-core processor in a modern compute node.  
2) The sizes of all of these small arrays do not change over the course of the simulation, as Fluidity only supports one type of local element basis function per discrete function space.  
3) None of the element discretisation options change over the mesh for a given simulation.

From this, it was clear that compile-time parsing of these options could provide an answer. This would allow:

1) Compiling out of unnecessary option parsing using `#ifdef` pre-processor directives  
2) Compile-time defining of common size parameters through `#define` directive, eg. number of dimensions and number of element nodes, which would allow static allocation of all of the small arrays  
3) Compile-time vectorisation of small, tight loops (eg. looping over dimensions, nodes) by using `#define`.  

The first optimisation task was the construction of `construct_momentum_elements_dg_opt`, a per-element local matrix assembly routine which relies on compile-time definitions for dimension, element quadrature, number of element nodes, etc. Through this, many further optimisations were undertaken to improve the performance over the original unoptimised subroutine, `construct_momentum_element_dg`. These were, namely:

- Conversion of all small dynamic array allocations to static allocations  
- Optimisation of tight loops to use compile-time length definitions, to allow compile-time vectorization of the loops  
- Inlining of calls to finite-element utility subroutines  
- Inlining of code element face assembly subroutines, such as `construct_momentum_interface_dg`. All code was moved inside `construct_momentum_elements_dg_opt` and all dependent arrays declared statically there.
• Rearrangement of decision logic to minimise expensive recalculation of array values.
• Addition of logic in construct_momentum_elements_dg to only call optimised code if run-time element configuration for dimension, quadrature, etc. matches compile-time configuration; otherwise, it runs non-optimised original construct_momentum_element_dg code.

The second task was the creation of command-line tools to parse the simulation options file (user options file [33]) for discretisation options, and generate a header file which contained compile-time definitions of element dimension, number of faces, number of element nodes, etc. This can then be used to compile the optimised Fluidity routines.

5.2 Optimised results

We tested these optimisations on the test channel test case, with results presented in Figure 4. This shows the overall run times and speed up for the whole simulation, using the assembly-optimised code. What is clear is that, even though only the DG assembly subroutines have optimised, there has been a substantial overall improvement in performance. From 192 cores (8 compute nodes), we see a 36% speed up; when this is scaled up to 1536 cores (64 nodes), we still see a 19% speed up. This perhaps can be expected, as DG assembly does not rely on any MPI communication, which can be expected to dominate the rest of the program at very high core counts. It is also clear that the scaling of unoptimised and optimised versions follow a similar progression.

![Figure 4 Optimised versus unoptimised run times, and speed up. Note that, even at the highest core counts, just optimising the DG assembly code has resulted in a 19-24% performance increase overall. This would be higher in longer simulation runs](image)
More detail can be seen in Table 3 which shows the percentage run times of the most heavily used subroutines in the optimised code. As before, all PETSc calls and direct wrappers have been removed. The subroutine for `construct_momentum_interface_dg` was manually inlined, and so it no longer appears in the profiler log; `local_assembly_cdg_face` is now so quick it barely registers in the profiler timings. As expected, `construct_momentum_dg` now occupies substantially less of the execution time: for 192 cores, it is 2.69x less of overall execution time; at 1536 cores, it is 3.03x less.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function name</th>
<th>% runtime (without spin-up)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># cores</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solve_momentum</td>
<td>89.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>correct_pressure</td>
<td>54.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advance_velocity</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subcycle_momentum_dg</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construct_momentum_dg</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assemble_cmc_dg</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construct_momentum_element_dg</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construct_momentum_interface_dg</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local_assembly_cdg_face</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculate_courant_number</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. % run times of optimised code. The blank indicate code that no longer exists or registers in the profiler output.
As the profiling tool used does not conveniently give the absolute run times of individual routines, to give better idea of the impact on run times of the DG assembly optimisation on each of the major subroutines, Figure 3 was repeated but with the optimised percentage run times scaled by the relative change in the runtimes, ie. with a scaling factor \( s = R_{opt}(N)/R_{unopt}(N) \) where \( R_{xxx}(N) \) is the overall run time for \( N \) cores for case \( xxx \) (ie. \( opt \) or \( unopt \)). This would give a scaled percentage run time of:

\[
R^*(N) = s(N)R(N)
\]

The scaled percentage run times of the optimised code can be thought of as the run time relative to that of the unoptimised code.

The graph of the scaled results are shown in Figure 5. As expected, DG assembly has a much shorter absolute run time: at 96 cores, there is a 3.64x absolute speed up; at 1536 cores, the absolute speed up is 3.39x. Some subroutines independent of the assembly code (eg. correct_pressure and assembly_cmc_dg) have almost the same execution time before and after the DG optimisation, but others (advance_velocity) show a substantial improvement.
5.3 Load balancing and decomposition

We observed that the meshes generated and used by Fluidity are not well ordered. For this type of simulation Fluidity extrudes the 2D mesh (representing open boundaries and coastlines) downwards into a 3D mesh matching the bathymetry of the simulation being undertaken. By re-ordering the numbering of mesh elements on the 2D mesh (see Mesh Reordering section), we can ensure that the extruded 3D mesh has elements where neighbours have similar element numbers, meaning processes are likely to own the neighbouring elements they need data from when performing calculations on a given element. This, combined with adding load balancing to the mesh partitioning functionality in Fluidity, taking into account the extruded 3D mesh size when partitioning the 2D mesh across processes, provides significant improvements in the parallel performance of Fluidity for tidal simulations.

This improvement allows the code to more effectively balance mesh sizes across subdomains, even when there are spatially variable numbers of element layers. Subdomain mesh sizes from the tidal test case before and after this improvement are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Imbalance</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-optimisation</td>
<td>10088</td>
<td>64538</td>
<td>6.398</td>
<td>16058.979</td>
<td>7727.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load balancing</td>
<td>10930</td>
<td>25365</td>
<td>2.321</td>
<td>16369.620</td>
<td>2803.807</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Statistics on elements for partitioned subdomains before and after load balancing enhancements.

It can be seen that before optimisation, the largest subdomain contained almost 6.4x the elements of the smallest subdomain. This severe load imbalance resulted in smaller partitions waiting on blocking MPI communications (e.g. mpi_allreduce) until the larger partitions finish. The code with the enhanced load balancing brought the imbalance down to 2.3x – approaching one third of the pre-optimised imbalance.

6 Mesh Reordering

Finite element calculations require the calculation of integrals over the computational mesh, leading to the construction of sparse matrices or vectors. Such finite element assembly is typically performed by computing integrals over each element of the mesh in turn. These latter local integrals use data for the element considered, and typically also use data for neighbouring elements. However mesh generators may create meshes which are
sub-optimal for such calculations. Further issues may be encountered in solving linear systems associated with finite element discretisations, if the sparsity patterns of the associated matrices are sub-optimal.

A pre-processing tool was written to reorder mesh data. The Gibbs-Poole–Stockmeyer algorithm\cite{34}\cite{33}\cite{35} is used to reorder the mesh elements, based upon a reordering of the nodes in the element-element connectivity graph (with graph edges defined between mesh elements which share a common facet). The mesh vertices are similarly reordered based upon a reordering of the vertex-vertex connectivity graph. Note that a more advanced algorithm could consider a relation between the vertex and element ordering (see e.g. \cite{36}), although here the two sets are ordered independently. The tool makes use of the SCOTCH library\cite{37}, using interfacing code derived from DOLFIN 1.5.0\cite{38}.

![Figure 6. a) A mesh generated using Gmsh 2.10.1. The elements are coloured according to their element number indexed from zero. b) The same mesh, with elements reordered using the Gibbs-Poole–Stockmeyer algorithm\cite{34}\cite{35} using SCOTCH 6.0.4, and using interfacing code derived from DOLFIN 1.5.0.]

7 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of all the optimisations undertaken a more realistic test case is considered, chosen to be as close as possible as to the type of simulation the code has been optimized for: ie. a tidal coastal model. This was developed from a pre-existing prototype of the Sound of Islay, spanning 21.4 km east-west and 36.6 km north-south as shown in Figure 7.
The mesh in this simulation, as with all tidal simulations within Fluidity, is a semi-structured 3D mesh. This means that an initial 2D mesh which matches the coastlines and open boundaries is extruded downwards to a depth which matches the specified bathymetry. The mesh is still composed of tetrahedra, but the tetrahedra are arranged in vertical columns.

The simulation was set to run for 100 timesteps; there were two Picard iterations for each timestep, which means the DG assembly code is called 200 times. To track the improvements that each section of optimisation work made to performance, the model was benchmarked at four stages of development: i) the code with no optimisations, ii) with DG assembly optimisation, iii) using the 2D (pre-extruded) mesh reordering tool, and iv) load balancing tweaks for extruded meshes.

The mesh configuration used for all tests is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Realistic test case configuration for profiling on ARCHER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPI tasks</th>
<th>Cores (2xOpenMP)</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Min-Max. Δx (m)</th>
<th>Elements / MPI task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8-80</td>
<td>3 784 390 9855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 and Figure 8 highlight the effect of each successive optimisation on the performance of Fluidity on the tidal case. Interestingly, the DG assembly optimisation has an even more dramatic effect on code performance than with the unstructured 3D case – 1.24x versus 1.74x for the tidal testcase. Running the 2D mesh reordering
increases the performance over the pre-optimised code to $1.95\times$, a further 11% increase, which is impressive considering only the 2D mesh is being reordered, and no internal Fluidity code was rewritten.

Finally, as expected, addressing the load balancing issues gives an additional 64% speedup, resulting in the tidal test case running $3.2\times$ faster with the optimised version of Fluidity, than it did with the original, pre-optimised code. This is significant, as this changes the level of physical modelling that can be achieved with Fluidity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case (n768)</th>
<th>Run time (min)</th>
<th>Speed-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-optimisation</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+DG assembly optimisation</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1.74 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2D mesh reordering</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.95 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Load balancing optimisation</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.20 x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Values for speed-ups from successive optimisations for tidal modelling case with 768 cores.

8 Summary

We have outlined the steps taken to adapt and improve a production CFD code, Fluidity, for a specific application, tidal modelling. Without changing functionality and results, but restructuring to match the computational hardware and parallel configuration being used for production simulation, we are able to reduce runtime to less than one third of the run time of the original code.
Such improvements can enable new science by allowing much larger or higher resolution simulations to be undertaken, and to enable significantly more simulations to be undertaken for the same amount of computational resources. The source code developed in this work is open source, and available at [20].
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